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Steps being taken
against future power
fa i l u res
B y B R I D G E T T E H A R M O N
N e w s E d i t o r
T h e m e n o f H a n c o c k S t r e e t H o u s e
hit the floor at the sound of an explosion
immediately outside their door at 8-10
p.m. on March 18. Instead of a bomb,
however, this was the first of many
transformers that exploded in Newberg
that night, causing a wide-spread power
f a i l u r e .
A s s o c i a t e D e a n o f S t u d e n t s D a v i d
Johnstone said the fire department
a r r i v e d w i t h i n f o u r m i n u t e s a n d
secured the area. Johnstone and one of
the firefighters stood guard over a high
voltage power line that was laying in
f ron t o f Hancock S t ree t House .
By 2^00 p.m. the following day,
according to Plant Services Director
C l yde Thomas , PGE c rews had
discovered that one of the buried high
voltage cables feeding the campus
primary was fried. By 5-00 p.m. they
discovered that it was irreparable and
made the decision to "fly the line," or
s u s p e n d i t t e m p o r a r i t y i n t r e e s t o
restore power. By code, this condition
can only exist for 90 days.
While the cause of the power failure
w a s a m y s t e r y f o r n e a r l y a w e e k ,
Thomas said, "It was later found that
a very high voltage fuse in a PGE
transformer along 99W didn't operate
properly. For once it wasn't due to
squirrels — the typical culprits of our
power outages."
Photo by ERICA BADER
Thomas says the University has
been removing buildings from the main
campus primary to prevent the kind of
problems encountered that weekend.
At one time it fed nine buildings, but
George Fox is working on a system
with PGE that will get them "out of the
primary meter business."
Photo courtesy of EraNicaragua.com
The capital city of Managua, Nicaragua is home to both extreme
wealth and extreme poverty.
Nicaragua course offered May 2009
By KRISTINE CODY
Guest Reporter
George Fox University psychology professor Kelly Chang
plans to lead a group of students on a three-week missions trip
to Nicaragua in May 2009. There they will study the impact of
poverty and intervention on the health, well-being, and hope forthe future of girls living in the city landfill of Managua.
The first two weeks of the trip will be spent serving and
studying the at-risk girls, and the last week is reserved for
debriefing and relaxing in the colonial town of Granada. Chang
and Alex Pia, assistant professor of English as a second language,
will teach a spring semester course to prepare students for the
trip. The course content will consist of the history and culture
of the region, and the psychological impact of poverty.
Students will be challenged to incorporate their knowledge
Service activities include maintenance projects at the villa,
tutoring sessions and vacation Bible school lessons for the
children.
of psychology with missions work as they witness and serve
at "la chureca," the city landfill that is home to about 3,000
Nicaraguans. The students will work side-by-side with a
ministry program called Forward Edge International, which
works to ensure poor children have a safe and sanitary place
to grow, learn and meet Christ. During this time, students will
have the opportunity to foster relationships with the ministry
s ta f f and ch i ld ren. Serv ice ac t iv i t ies inc lude main tenance
projects at the villa, tutoring sessions and vacation Bible school
lessons fo r the ch i ld ren .
During their two weeks of service, students will stay at the
Villa de Esperanza (village of hope), a facility being built by
Forward Edge International that will also house children and
provide play, health and vocational training spaces. Upon its
completion, Villa de Esperanza is expected to accommodate 72
c h i l d r e n .
The trip is formatted much like Juniors Abroad in that it
provides students with credit through hands-on, cross-cultural
experiences, but it is also similar to May Serve in its mission
work. Students will be subsidized for between 40 and 50 percent
of the cost of the trip, and will be encouraged to raise funds on
t h e i r o w n .
V io lence In Tibe t
threatens Juniors
Abroad trip
By LAURA JONES
Reporter
The violent clash of Tibetan protesters
and Chinese military has caused unease
about next year's Juniors Abroad trip to
China. Paul Chamberlain, director of
Juniors Abroad, says, "It is a concern
and, yes, we have cancelled or adjusted
trips for safety reasons. Fortunately for
us, it is over a year before we go and we
are praying and assuming that things
wil l sett le down in Tibet."
According to Chamberlain, past
trips have been cancelled due to US State
Department travel warnings, because
the University Board of Trustees has a
policy not to send students to countries
with travel warnings. This year, trips
Photo courtesy of ERICA BADER
Professor Mark Hall wih several George
Fox students on a previous Juniors
Abroad trip to China.
to the Philippines and Taiwan were
cancelled for travel warnings. Likewise,
in 2004, a trip to Kenya was adjusted to
Uganda and Tanzania, and in 1991, trips
to Greece and Israel were cancelled.
However, if you are on a Juniors
Abroad trip to a country with a travel
warning, you may still get to travel, just
not to the same place or time. "If we find
out soon enough we attempt to adjust
the trip, as we did for Kenya or offer
substitute trips as we did in 1991. Wealso
make every attempt to accommodate
students on a cancelled trip by allowing
them to enroll in existing trips, or even
allowing them to go the following year,"
says Chamberlain.
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Page 2 - VOICE OF THE STUDENTS
C h a r a c t e r m o r e
important than policy in
Obama campaign
By MARC DEMASTER
t h e c r e s c e n t
Guest Reporter
I'm reminded of a candidate who made a moving statement in his last
campaign speech when he said, "Keep the change." That candidate is my
former roommate and your future ASC treasurer, Nate Brown.
But unless you've been living under a rock for the last year, you should
know of a far more eloquent candidate, Barack Obama, who has stirred
excitement for "change" on a far larger scale. Inside and outside the
George Fox bubble, people have thrown support behind this potential
U.S. president with unusual fervor. In fact, some analysts are calling
Obama's campaign more of a movement.
So who is this Democrat with the Middle Eastern name? Who is
this three year senator who has all but stolen the nomination from
Hillary Clinton? Why has Obama even created a large following on this
conservative campus and what does he stand for anyways?
On matters of policy, his stances are markedly liberal. Many Christians
will look at his support for abortion rights
and gay marriage and be turned off. There
is no denying that these are policies that are
d i f fi c u l t t o m e s h w i t h o u r f a i t h . B u t t h e r e
is more to letting our faith guide us when
considering a political candidate.
Obama's policies include moving to a
u n i v e r s a l h e a l t h c a r e c o v e r a g e s y s t e m ,
helping low and middle-income workers
set up persona l re t i rement accounts , and
repealing Bush's tax cuts to the wealthy to
pay for these programs. Obama is strong
on issues of affirmative action and proposes
an ambitious energy and climate plan. He
supports a phased withdrawal of troops from
Iraq and putting an end to a rash war that
has not just killed over 4,000 Americans, but
nearly 700,000 Iraqi civilians as well. From
a Christian worldview, these are policies that
c o i n c i d e w i t h o u r B i b l i c a l i n s t r u c t i o n t o l o o k
out for the poor and the disenfranchised, to be
caretakers of creation, and to be peacemakers
o n t h i s e a r t h .
The biggest question is whether Obama
can bring together a country divided among
matters of race, religion, money, etc., and can he lead with integrity.
I believe Obama has displayed that integrity already. Last month, his
former pastor, Jeremiah Wright, made a series of inflammatory, racist,
and anti-American remarks in a sermon to a Chicago church of 10,000.
In the midst of a tight race for the nomination, Obama could have gone
the politically safe route by moving on and hoping the episode would
fade from attention. Instead, he met the issue head on in his "A More
Perfect Union" speech in Philadelphia. Obama denounced the remarks
by Wright, but emphasized that his words were rooted in America's
ever-pertinent problem of racism. This speech was bold and personal.
His call for change is not
simply an adjustment in
po icy and a few new
p r o g r a m s .
Michael Gerson of the Washington Post called this speech, "one of the
finest political performances under pressure" since 1960, when John F.
Kennedy addressed prejudices against his own Catholic faith.
Obama does not only represent a change from "politics as usual." His
call for change is not simply an adjustment in policy and a few new
programs. This change is a new attitude. It means tackling America's
deepest-rooted problems even at the risk of a political campaign. And
it means going the difficult route of bringing people of all walks of life
together to enact this change. A quote by Obama after the "Super
Tuesday" primaries of February 5^*' sums it up welb "Change will not
come if we wait for some other person or some other time. We are the
ones we've been waiting for. We are the change that we seek."
Obama's "change" has
n o a c t i o n
Ry JOHN ARCHIBALD
Guest Reporter
. rampus. We see it as we cross the quad,
There's an assumption on tms ^ assume we're a predominantly
i v . / ^ k c j n c l fl s w e e a t i n t i i e f V i i s n n fi  i s h a s p H n w
70 percent of registered George fellow students about the
figure appears to be hear of interest in Barack Obama.
presidential elections, i consider myself a reasonably open-Now, Republican how hard I try, I can't wrap my mind
minded individual. But no ma choice for president. Althougharound the idea that Obama IS a ig^se note that many at this school
I'm writing my personal opinions nere, p
share these opinions. ohama supporters who know what herm not going to criticize ^  concern stems from hearing
stands for. Your opinion is y Reasons like the ambiguous "change"abstract reasons for his supp substance in Obama's speeches, weword. When we seek out th negative He lists the problems withrealize he really only for change. The true details of whatour country and then says unanswered. It's difficult, therefore, forthat change might be rem present arguments for or against a man
who's policies don't exist. I have really tried
to find out what he stands for as many peopleI respect say they support him. However,
after reviewing his entire voting record, I've
got to say I'm concerned. First, Obama isoften listed "absent," especially on dividing or
controversial issues. When he does vote, hes
one of the most liberal voters in Senate.
A common concern from the Christian
view is that Obama is unopposed to partial-
birth abortion. For those who hold abortion
as their primary concern, this is a very valid
reason for opposing him, especially when you
consider a president like John McCain would
have a chance to appoint a pro-life Supreme
Court Justice (maybe even two). But I'm not
a one-issue voter. While Obama's view on
abortion definitely helps form my decision,
there 's much more at s take.
Many Obama suppor te rs a re in t r i gued
w i t h h i s h e a l t h c a r e p l a n . R e g a r d l e s s o f
whether the plan is a good idea or not, we must
remember that the president doesn't have the
authority to pass healthcare legislat ion. Al l
he can do is hope his idea is written and passed in congress. The most
substantial political impact Obama could have on the nation would be his
Supreme Court nominations. This would create a noticeable shift to the
left in the leanings of the Supreme Court. We must remember that when
we choose a candidate, we choose everything he or she stands for, not just
the few key issues with which we agree. If elected, Obama will appoint
liberal justices who will change the way we read the Constitution. The
precedents they set will limit more of our freedoms.There is considerable concern about how the international communitysees us, primarily with regard to the war in Iraq. I hate war. I'm deeply
My concern stems from
hearing abstract reasons forhis support. Reasons iike the
ambiguous "change" word.
tw soldiers die, especially since I have friends overpulLt in Iran W UK ^ime. A timetable for troopwar ^  od-rir^ f mistake, resulting in a massive civilS Arabia th^s laTv neighboring Iran, Syria, Turkey, andno military exnert hut ^ bloody bone to a pack of dogs. I'mattacking an ally like PakTJten'" When a candidate suggestsinternational relation^; . have to wonder whether he is fit forlongerTC Lcts^es remembered farF successes. Lets not make a mistake in November.This article mistakenly refers to a
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The Crescent encourages reader response
and participation through letters to the edi
tors. Letters should be typewritten and no
longer than 250 words. We will not
accept unsigned letters, but your name canbe Withheld by request. We reserve the right
to edit for clarity and space. Send your let
ters to The Crescent, SUB Box E or
cre8cent@georgefox.edu. The opinionspresented in this paper do not necessarilyreflect those of the Crescent staff, ASC. or
I^ eorge Fox University.
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ASC needs more accountability for spending
By ROBERT G. LESLIE
Editor-in-Chief
I love prizes. So does almost everyone I
know. So it makes sense that ASC would give
away prizes to encourage participation and
attendance at events. Prizes make events
more interesting, especially in a competition.
They can be a good way to convince people
to come when they're sitting on the fence.
However, ASC prizes are increasingly
making me more uncomfortable.
For example, one of the selling points of
the advertising for the recent lip syncing
competition is that they will be giving away
$1000 in prizes. Yes, you read that right.
$1000 in prizes. It's a great advertising ploy,
and I bet that quite a few people will decide
to compete or attend because of it. However,
that money is coming from somewhere. Just
as the taxpayer has the right to have a say
in how his tax dollars our spent, I think that
it's time for the student to have a voice in this
s i t u a t i o n .
I would like to make it clear at this point
that I don't have a problem with the idea of
student government giving away prizes. The
problem is not that ASC gives away prizes. The
problem is that the prizes are almost always
numerous and lavish. This is great for those
who win prizes. However, not everyone on
campus can win one of these prizes. This begs
the question of whether the money could be
spent in a way that would benefit all students
or at least a significant number of students
instead of just one. The answer is yes.
There are many different ways that ASC
could put that extra prize money to use. They
could use it to improve the event in other ways.
They could put more money in the budget for
other ASC sponsored programs like Little
i
t h e n . T h e s a d t r u t h
is that during the
m o n t h s t h a t w e a r e
in school, Oregon's
w e a t h e r d o e s n o t
a l l o w f o r m u c h u s e
of the ampitheatre,
causing me to label
it a another example
o f w a s t e f u l A S C
spending.
U l t imate ly, th i s
i s a b o u t m o r e t h a n
prize money. Prizes
were just the most
b latant example I
c o u l d t h i n k o f t o
demonstrate the need
for accountability to
the student body.
H o w a b o u t a
s e m e s t e r r e p o r t
Photo courtesy of GFU Marketing and Communication Dept. of what ASC spent
Ampitheatre is an example of wasteful spending on campus. money on? We're the
ones being bled to pay
0
o r
Bruins, KFOX, or even The Crescent. Perhaps
ASC just has too much money in its budget, in
which case the money could go to any of the
university departments. Every department
head has dreams of what he or she could do with
a little more money in his/her budget. Or even -
dare I say it - the university could lower the cost
of tuition. Obviously, once that money saved
gets divided by the number of undergraduate
students at Fox, it doesn't amount to much in the
way of savings. But when I get another letter
notifying me of another tuition hike, I start to
wonder about any wasteful spending I see.
I have to say that this wasteful spending
includes the recently added ampitheatre. This
project was completed in time for my freshman
year, but I haven't seen it put to much use since
f o r a l l t h i s . D o n ' t w e
deserve to know what it's being spent on?
This really goes beyond what ASC spends
money on. This article is almost just a reiteration
o f Na ta l i e Gou ld ' s a r t i c l e i n t he Ma rch 5 i s sue .
S h e w a n t e d t o k n o w w h a t w a r r a n t e d t h e t u i t i o n
increase by the university. So, administration,
we'd like to know where our money's going.
We want to make sure that you're being good
stewards of the money we pay to go to school
here. I'm not terribly angry or upset here> I just
want some honesty and transparency. Is that
too much to ask?
Curse words may have a purpose
By LYDIA GUENTHER
Guest Reporter
T h e C r e s c e n t w a n t s t o h e a r f r o m Y O U !
crescent@georgefox.edLi
Because everyone has something
worth saying.
W h a t i s I t a b o u t t h e s e
c e r t a i n w o r d s t h a t m a k e
t h e m a t r o c i o u s ?
Crap. Lewd, crude, or rude, cuss words are
usually considered poor taste in most circles of
society. But this last week, I've discovered that
words can be just words. There are rules for
when, where, and with whom to use them, but
cursing has its place in life, just like everything
else. I've never been a big fan of cursing, but
that's probably because I was raised by Christian
parents with extensive vocabularies. I usually
associate cursing with anger, frustration and
despair and, let's face it, life's full of all of them.
Up until recently, when I would get angry, I
would completely shut down. I couldn't find the
words (without cursing) to express my feelings
and so I just kept it
i n . I e i t h e r c o o l e d
down eventually, or
I was unrecept ive
a n d h a r s h . M y
sisters, on the other
hand, threw every
k i n d o f t a n t r u m
p o s s i b l e . T h e y
yelled, they screamed, they cried and argued
until my parents wanted to (and sometimes did)
spank them.
When I started high school and was
surrounded by swearing students, teachers,
movies and music it was hard not to get sucked
into the habit of inserting their words into my
daily life. The only reason I didn't use the words
was because I thought they were unbiblical, but I
didn't know why.
The Bible, while addressing the issue of
profanity, does not forbid all cursing. We are not to
take the Lord's name in vain (Exodus 20:7). This
is one of the Ten Commandments, so we know the
importance God places on his holy name. God
allows us the freedom of speech, but with that
freedom comes responsibility and reverence. The
Bible encourages wholesome, uplifting talk and
discourages talk that spreads anger, hate, and
malice (Ephesians 4:29-32).
Curse words are often times used as a way
of expressing frustration and grief, which the
Bible does not forbid. When I asked my parents
about this, they always told me that well-educated
people didn't need to stoop to that level. But that
brought me to wonder: Why are those words on
t h a t l e v e l ? W h a t i s i t a b o u t t h e s e c e r t a i n w o r d s
t h a t m a k e t h e m a t r o c i o u s ?
I personally define curse words as the
words in our society that alienate a certain group
of people, an idea, or belief. Usually words that
are offensive are considered cuss words, but there
is a difference in expressing your emotions and
purposefully and knowingly hurting someone.
Whenever I think of using
curse words, I picture myself
on my own, or talking to a
c l o s e f r i e n d w h o
u n d e r s t a n d s m e .
I t h i n k
most people who
d o r e f r a i n f r o m
u s i n g p r o f a n e
language do it out of respect for
their surroundings. I applaud them,
because that is bibl ical. But I also
salute the people who are free to use
words that express what they are
feeling. This may mean that you feel
comfortable enough to use "curse"
words when you're alone or talking
to God. I even believe God doesn't
mind the occasional cuss word. He
wants us to be real, and if being real
means using something that defines
our humanity, then okay.
Choose your words wisely^
there's a time and place to use so-called
"cuss " wo rds . Bu t a l so remember
that living a double life is a lie.
Whatever you believe, believe it with
all of yourself. If you doubt yourself,
but continue doing something, God
considers it a sin. Also, don't try to make
someone curse who believes cursing is wrong.
It's their choice; you're not supposed to corrupt
your friends. We live by faith, not by the
law. It's what you, as an individual person,
be l i eve .
Thank you for all of your letters,
IDEAS, AND SUPPORT THIS YEAR,
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SERVING YOU
AGAIN NEXT YEAR, AND HAVE A GREAT
s u m m e r !
Become a teacher . . .
G e o r g e F o x
S C H O O L O C E D U C A T I O N
mat.fU'orgcfox.cdu
? { ) J . S « . 2 2 6 4
Master of Arts in Teaching
Information meetings
Cili i'or an appointment.
George Fox llniwrsitv Portland Center
12753 SW 68tli Ave., Portland
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Pure Dance Company
has "A Way with
W o r d s "
By JORDAN WEISS
Guest Reporter
P u r e D a n c e
Company, Inc. presents
i t s f o u r t h e v e n i n g
length production, "A
WAY WITH WORDS, "
c reat ive ly exp lor ing
the proverbs, quotes
and lyrics that guide us
through the journey of
life. Through intricate
choreography and style.
Pure Dance Company
will seek to inspire and entertain through
collaborative artistic movement. "A WAY WITH
WORDS" will be performed April 19, 24, 25 at
7:30pm, as well as a matinee performance on
April 20 at 2:00pm at the World Trade Center
Auditorium, 121 SW Salmon Street, Building
2. Tickets are available through www.artixpdx.
c o m .
Founded in 2004, Pure Dance Company has
developed its mission of, "Creative and unique
artistry while our dancers establish a clear sense
of technique and professionalism," says artistic
director Sonya Duffin. Duffin began Pure
Dance as an outlet for accomplished dancers
to experience and appreciate the professional
dance world, while sharing artistic dance with
the Portland area. Through a wide variety of
choreography styles, innovative production
approaches, and an apprenticeship program.
Pure Dance has cemented itself as a force in the
Por t land a rea dance scene.
Combining jazz, modern, l5n'ical, tap, and
hip-hop dance styles, "A WAY WITH WORDS"
seeks to define the words that mold our l i fe
journeys. Tickets for "A WAY WITH WORDS"
are on-sale now at, www.artixpdx.coni. General
admission tickets are available for $15 and $12
for students. For more information about Pure
Dance Company, Inc. or for ticket information
please contact Sonya Duffin at sonyadancesC")
yahoo .com o r v i s i t www. iYivflDace .com/
Duredanc:o04.
t h e c r e s c e n t
Must-Reads
T h e a t e r
d e p a r t m e n jRotten Tomatoes.
GFU THEATER DEPARTMENT
letter to the EditorI'd like to thank the little people...
Don't be surprised if you heard strange
sounds coming from Wood-Mar Auditorium
over the past couple of weeks. The theatre
department was simply bringing you yet
another amazing production. "As it is in
Heaven" opened on Thursday, April 10, at
7:30 pm.
"Wonderful!" you say. "I haven't seen
theatre on campus in months! Doesn't that
department ever DO anything?"
Well, yes, it does. The theatre program
here at Fox may be small, but it is mighty.
Students have put on three completely
student-driven productions in four months,
which is quite impressive considering
that a main-stage production takes over
two months to prepare. In the beginning
of December, n ine s tudents d i rec ted
a collection of ten-minute plays. After
Christmas break, the theatre kicked into
high gear again and produced a set of four
one-act plays. These plays were directed,
designed, and acted entirely by students- and two of the plays were even student-
written. Recently, students produced the
In te rna t iona l S to ry te l l i ng Fes t i va l , a
col lect ion of ta les f rom around the world to ld
through movement and acting. In addition,
ten students will perform a collection of
scenes from Shakespeare plays on April 21,
at lO'-OO p.m. in the amphitheatre.
Lest you think the theatre students sleep,
they also competed in a regional theatre
festival during their down time in February.
Eleven students traveled to Laramie,
Wyo., where they took part in acting and
directing competitions. Last year, students
also competed in stage management and
theatre criticism, and the department sent
e a v e r
o n e s t u d e n t o n
to the nat ional
competition
Washington, D.O.
A small band ot
theatre students
works long and
hard to p rov ide
funding for these
s t u d e n t - d r i v e n
productions and
competitions. The
nine members of
Alpha Psi Omega,
the theat re honor
society, raise funds
a n d a w a r e n e s s
f o r t h e s e e v e n t s .
A lpha Psi Omega
sells concessions at all theatre events. This
year, they produced two musical revues
at nursing homes as fundraising events.
They worked closely with ASC, the theatre
department itself, and other school channels
to raise enough money for students to travel
free of charge to the competition in Laramie.
Thanks to Alpha Psi Omega, students have a
place to try out new aspects of their art and
to strive for excellence in what they do.
So the next time you attend one of the
many theat re product ions on campus, s i t
back, relax, and enjoy the show. It has been
brought to you by many hours of hard work,much of it behind the scenes. We hope you've
enjoyed it, and that you didn't forget to buy
c o n c e s s i o n s !
By KALEIGHA RAMEY
E d i t o rinternational x-tra off the wa ll auto/hioaraptiipc
Three Cups of Tea
By Greg Mortensen
Unaccustomed Earth
By Jhumpa Lahiri
(author of The Namesake)
The Poisonwood Bible
By Barbara Kingsolver
The IDiana Chronicles
By Tina Brown
If I Did It: Confessions of the
Killer {O J. Simpson)
By The Goldman Family
I Am America (And So Can You') Universe
By Stephen Colbert Walter Isaacson
The Reagan DiariesBorn on a Blue Day: Inside
the Extraordinary Mind of an
A Thousand Splendid Suns 4«^ /5r/c Savant
By Khaled Hosseini Daniel Tammet
(author of The Kite Runner) Teach Like Your HaiNs on Fire
Once Upon a Country By Rafe Esquith
By San Nusseibeh
By Ronald Reagan
Tonight: George
By Se hoyF""°"'
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After the original posters were printed and posted, the "Urban" category was taken off
of the list of categories. All poems submitted in that category were recategorized.
These poems were selected by the staff of "The Crescent" as a group. We do not claim
e.xtensive knowledge of poetry. The selection process was done as blindly as possible.
Thank you to all who entered, and congratulations to the winners. Winners will be
contacted about claiming their prize(s).
Embracing Irony:
the Death of Ed Higgins
by Crystal Stuvland
a delightfully-scraggly skullet
begins a little above the ears
on his venerated head
crawls thinly down
)ast the neck, weathered and red
ike a crinkled autumn leaf
onto the tired pink shoulders
where it creeps slowly together
until i imagine the
springy silver spirals
twisting together as tightly asa slinky landed at the bottom of the stairs,
the seasoned hands
grasp the air and the demons all aroundas his words come to a gasping, sputtering halt
like a car
stalled in the drive way in a cloud of exhaust.
his twitching body
strangled
by his own unruly mane ...
one hypnic jerk
and i surface
from the growing pool on the table
to hear some cheeKy remark
about my short hair
but i just wipe my mouth
and smile slyly, noticing
the way his rebellious locks
sneak nearer and nearer
to his unknowing neck
like a stealthy old cougar stalking
innocent prey.
P r ^ e r
by Ben Tissell
Be, my Lord, near enough to touch -
to taste, to feel, to be drawn in to thee.
For you 'tis no more effort to be much
in presence to me than to be far gone.
If It be your will then, draw sweet close to me
and conform me to Thine image there upon
the wounding, healing crucifixion tree.
Photos from stockphotos.
Voice of the Snow
by Crystal Stuvland
Strong but gentlenot a shout, not a whisper. Smooth
simple songs satisfy.
kissing the earth. Thicklyfalling snowflakes land. Through the curtainof fresh sparkling white the voice
sings softly and clearly of
magical happiness. Solitudebeside the roaring fire.
I K n o w W h a t I t ' s L i k e To B e A n
O l d M a n
by Burton Ernest Supertramp
Like a baseball player at the end of nine
Reviewing what has and should have happenedA glove, once broken in to perfection
Has reached the end of plays
r^inklers hit diamonds, and sunflower seeds alikeGrass stains remember a dive or slide
And spikes, once full of hustle
Are hung to dry
Seeing America
by Rochelle Miller
I, too, see America.
She is watching herself on a flat screen television.
She is pretending to look in a mirror
And see reality there.
She buys her furniture from Laz-E-Boy
And watches herself stream from YouTube.
Big Mac is on her left; Easy Mac on her right.She sips her Super Double Big Gulp
As she bids on e-bay for American relics.
She watches the season finale and buys the boxed
s e t .
I, too, see America.
She hasn't changed.
She still longs for the rights of the individual
(to sign up for in-store credit and have online
friends)And the freedom of the media to express opinions
(on radios and televisions and websites and blogs
and Facebook).
She still wants the individual to be happy.
Her streets are still paved with gold.
(they are virtual and you can build your very ownAvatar or Sim to walk on them wherever you
click)She still offers a place of opportunity
For anyone coming to America
From anywhere except the Southern border.
And you'll get six months of zero percent interest
If you sign up
N o w .
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Joey Bianco
President: Major; Double majoring in Business
Administration with a Concentration in Marketing
a n d C o m m u n i c a t i o n A r t s
H o m e t o w n : K e n t , Wa s h .
Tell me about yourself. Wow, that's a loaded
question. Hmm... Well I love dogs and have two of
them at home. I used to own a pet hedgehog named
Ziggy when I was younger. My favorite book in the
Bible is Ecclesiastes tied with Psalms. I am super
terrified of heights and would be happier if every
snake in the world was exiled to another planet
d o o m e d t o d e s t r u c t i o n . T h e u l t i m a t e d e l i c i o u s m e a l
for me is Vietnamese beef noodle soup, known as
P h o .
Why George Fox? It felt right. You know when
you encounter a time in your life where direction
is needed and when you show up you just feel your
heart leap? You feel "nudged" by the Holy Spirit?
Yeah, that was Fox for me. The atmosphere was
awesome, super friendly and fun. Another huge
factor was the baseball program here. It has been
so successful and the group of guys here are pretty
a w e s o m e . H o w c o u l d I n o t c o m e ?
Best coffee shop in town? Since I work for
Starbucks I kind of feel obligated to say Starbucks,
but I am going to go with Underground because I love
the upper loft area to go do homework...even though
I have only been there once.
Why President? I want to be in a position where
I can do something with my care and love for other
people's lives here on campus. I really love this school
and the people who come here, and I figured if I really
wanted to do something about it that I would... and
am so thank fu l tha t I d id .
What are some of your goals and
aspirations for life? To invest in other people's
lives the love, power, and freedom of Christ. I love
working with youth and would like to see me in some
ministry with a large youth Impacting their lives. My
greatest aspiration is to show generations of all ages
the wild, passionate, intimate, and powerful side of
God. I want to show people that God has a sense of
humor and wants to show us how good He really is.
You in one word: Overwhelming
r we are i(asc)
New president and vice president elected for
George Fox Associated Student Community
By MEGAN E. PARKS
A s s i s t a n t E d i t o r
Joey Bianco and Emily Jackson were named president andvice president, respectively, of the George Fox Associated Student
Community (ASC) for the 2008 -2009 school year. Elections
results were announced Thursday, March 20.
Bianco, a sophomore business administration and marketing
major, said he is excited about becoming the new face of the
student body. "I've felt that being in leadership is something God
has really pushed me toward," said Bianco. "I'm really stoked to
represent George Fox University." Jackson, also a sophomore,
said she feels pretty good about working with Bianco and the rest
of their staff .
Bianco and Jackson hope that next year will bring about better
changes in ASC. Their campaign strategy, which focused on the
genuineness and authenticity of the candidates, is something
they hope to cany over into the upcoming school year. Bianco
placed an emphasis on connecting with students on a personal
level, and Jackson reiterated the "open-door" policy they hope to
have. "This last year, I didn't really feel a connection with student
government, but Joey and I hope that we can be open to people
and let campus know we are there for them," said Jackson.
"Next year is really up to the students," said Bianco on what
he thought students should know. "Stay open and be willing to
talk to us. Give me your opinions."
ASC also announced the winners of the seven other positions
on March 20. Applications for various positions within the ASC
Central Committee will be available through the end of the spring
semester in the Bruin Den in the Student Union Building. For
more information regarding the election results and the other
opportunities from ASC, please visit their website at www.
georgefox.edu/offices/asc.
Title: Vice President k^, . m'
Major: Communication Arts. Mus.c Mtnor
Hometown: Clackamas, Ore.
Tell me about yourself. Whether it's songs
of praise, a Broadway hit or an operatic aria, I
am passionate about singing. I love spending timewith people and exploring the outdoors by hiking,
camping, running or snow boarding. 1 transfered from
community college, would love to be a sexy business
women or reporter, but can definitely see missionary
work as a very possible future.
VVhy George Fox? I came to Fox because of the
Christ-centered atmosphere that encompassed a
fantastic education. I felt a pull to come here and
have come to find out why. My heart has been
radically changed as I have fallen more in love with
Jesus Christ and I have been blessed with so many
opportunities that would have never been explored
had I chosen a different school.
Wha t ' s t he bes t co f f ee shop I n t own? Wh i ch
ever one I can walk too. I enjoy Coffee Cottage's
Greek salad and Chapters Pumkin Pie Chal.
Why Vice President? It was an opportunity that
would push me out of my comfort zone, something
I think needs to be a practice, and it gave me an
opportunity to lead, be a focal Godly example as well
as get to know a vast array of people on a deeper
l e v e l .
What are some of your goals and
aspirations for life? My most desired goalhas become wanting to honor God with my life. I
have always been a big dreamer with a multitude
of aspirations, but just within the last year i have
realized I don't care where life takes me as long as 1
am In God's will. That is where ultimate satisfaction
and fu lfi l lment i s found .
You in one word: Dreamer
All photos provided by JORDAN PHILIPS
EASTERmSlWERSITY
Tuvuing pClSsioU into action is the core of Eastern university's mission of
faith, reason and justice. All of Eastern's graduate programs are designed to get you there.
MA in CounseWng, Community/Clinical
MA in International Development
MA In Organizational Leadership
MA in School Counseling
MA In Urban Studies
MS in Nonprofit Management
MS In School Psychology
M.Ed, in Multicultural Education
M.Ed, in School Health Services
MBA in Economic Development
Master of Theological Studies
Master of Divinity
Master of Divinity/Master of Social Work
Ph.D. in Organizational Leadership
Call 1.800.732.7669. Visit www.eastern.edu/getthere
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Mat Hol len
Title: Chaplain
Major: Christian
Ministries and Philosophy
H o m e t o w n : W e s t
L i n n , O r e .
T e l l m e a b o u t
yourself: I really like
frisbee and hiking and
hugs. 1 like hugs a lot.And I really like people.
Why George Fox?
1 came because I felt
that was where I was
supposed to be. 1 knowthat's corny, but I loved
the community here and
I knew it woud stretch
me and be a good place
to grow in my faith.
Best cofee shop m town? Chapters
stretch people. This campus hL't.?vr'r!" me opportunities to
^ and i want to gWe something
my MDiv and a ^hD o'f Theol^grandTwbe a professor somewhere And be 1 ®do missions. There are too many th^ n '-ife....and travel, maybe
everything i do. A„d i aspire to go wH?' T
You in one word* rrv.^ t •wora. too-fegit-to-quit.
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Major: Computer Science
Hometown: Sandy. Ore.
Tell me about yoursoif i. ^
tobeatthecente!'of;;tn'ra'„^ °'my life. My favorite hobby is spendingtime with people (but reading is a ci«e
second). I watch "Lost" devoutly, ilovethe internet. And chocolate, i Ife to
find easier ways to do things, i hate itwhen people label others, i don't like
trying to sum up who i am In one word.
Why George Fox? 1 knew that 1wanted a climate similar to where I live
California was too hot. and Washingtonwas too cold. George Fox is only aLut
75 minutes from my home. When 1
visited campus. I felt very comfortable in
everyway: physically, menully. spirituallyI have never regretted my choice The
people are what make George Fox greati love the friendships that I've formed in my time here.
Bent cofee shop In town! i don't drink cofee. Soda is my liquid vice of choice.
&e'l«nt°'TmTanTa'lot"to mstudents enioyrng the new~ wa3r ^ =^"8for the other Communications departments Crescent" and do the same
tazy" rh?m'o°Zr°^ r"' '<"■ The rest of life looks a littleErvJrite anToMhr I, "f" I l<n°w that i wouldthe future. That's about ail so fer"'" '°
You in one word: Driven
THE CRESCENT
Title: Supreme Court Justice
t'-
f
n
Jon Archer
Major: Double Major: Biblical Studies and
Christian Ministries with a concentration
in Youth Ministry
H o m e t o w n : P o r t l a n d . O r e .
Tell me about yourself. At certain
times I can be very spontaneous and
outgoing while at other times I am very
organized and professional. I love to spend
time with people doing things like talking,
laughing and just having fun. 1 love deep
conversations and "going out for coffee."
Why George Fox? To be close to my
friends, family, and church, to stay In the
Portland-Metro, and Fox does some
amazing things that other schools don't
(like the CAC program, capping class
sizes, and offering way cheap drinks in the
Foxhole). One of the biggest reasons that I
came here is that Fox is a Chr is t ian L ibera l
Arts school. I am getting a well-rounded
e d u c a t i o n i n a C h r i s t i a n c o n t e x t .
Best coffee shop in town? I don't
drink coffee, so I'm pretty impartial.
Why Supreme Court Justice? I ran for an ASC Central Committee position so that i could
represent students here at Fox. Throughout my time at Fox I have heard a number of questions,
concerns, and criticisms about many of the policies, practices and positions. My desire is to help
members of the student community connect with the ASC Central Committee in order to work
together for the overall benefit of the community. My personal focus next year will be increasing
communication between the Central Committee and the student community and increasing
accessibility of Central Committee to members of this community.
What are some of your goals and aspirations for life? I want to graduate from Fox
and either go to Seminary or into ministry. With either route I hope to become an ordained
pastor. I want to marry, have children, and live somewhere in the Portland area. My three largest
aspirations are to be a strong husband, a strong father, and a strong man of God.
You In one word. Theophilus
Tit le: Christ ian Services
Major: Political Science
Hometown: Billings. Mont.
Tell me about yourself. I strongly
believe that there is a country-western song
that relates to every life situation.
Why George Fox? Change of Scenery.What do you do for fun? Fly fishing,
backpacking, reading.
Best coffee shop in town? Not really a
coffee shop, but I love Muchas Gracias.
Why Christian Services Director? I
am in love with every part of the Christian
Service Committee, and I wanted to
work with the committee to find the best
possible ways for each person to serve inthe environment that they are passionate
a b o u t .A lex Pa lm
for life! Have a family. Change the worldWhat are sonae of your goals and aspirations
You In one word; Yippie-ki-yi-ay
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Kev in Seyler
Tit le: Publ ic Relat ions
D i r e c t o r
Major; History
Hometown: Originally
from Central Oregon
(Warm Spring), moved to
Arizona for six years, then
back here for my senior
y e a r .
Tell me yourself. 1
feel that I am a very goal
orientated person who
t r i e s t o l o o k t o G o d
for guidance to achieve
them. I am definitely a
planning person who likes
to know what is going to
happen. I really like to have
discussions on politics,
history, and religion. So if
you ever want to have a
fun debate, find me.
Why George Fox? The minute I stepped foot on campus. I fell for it. I most
of all like the integration of faith and learning. I feel that this is the best aspect.
Also, the small class sizes were appealing. Not to mention the academics here
are awesome. The students and professors are very friendly, which makes the
environment that much more appealing.
Best coffee shop In town? This is a hard one for me: it Is either Dutch Bros,
or Coffee Cottage. But in the end I have to go with Dutch Bros.
Why Public Relations Director? Public Relations Director is a great
position for me, because it enables me to serve Fox students through doing
something I really want to do. This position allows me to be creative and carry it
out in my subcommittee, which results with students being informed on the many
ASC sponsored activities there are on campus.
What are some of your goals and aspirations for life? When I get
older. I want to be an attorney. Either sue people or put them in prison. I can't
decide which one. What ever it is. I wish to seek justice for this country. My
biggest goal of all times is to serve on the US Supreme Court.
You in one word: Optimistic
T i t l e : A c t i v i t i e s D i r e c t o r
Major: Elementary
E d u c a t i o n
H o m e t o w n : G r e s h a m ,
O r e .
Tell me about yourself:
1 love l i fe because of
wonderful people / am
surrounded by and the
L o r d t h a t h a s s a v e d m e a n d
guided me. I have a passion
for children and that is why
I am going into elementary
e d u c a t i o n .
Why George Fox? I
chose Fox because it felt
more like a community than
a s c h o o l .
W h y A c t i v i t i e s
Director? I love helping
at activities here on campus, and wanted to make people aware that ASC is designed
to serve the students. My goal for this year is to be approachable and to become a
servant to my peers.
What are some of your goals and aspirations for life? To save someone's
life. Meet a President. See the beaches of Normandy. Have my grandfather read a
story to my class. Know everything there is to know about some particular subject.
You i n one word : En thus ias t i c
A m b e r S h o r e
N a t e B r o w n
Ti t l e : T r e a s u r e r
Major: Accounting, minors in
History and Economics
Hometown: Seattle, Wash.
Tell me about yourself: I
blow bubbles and twirl my hair.
Worked at Pizza Factory - "we
toss 'em, they're awesome".
Why George Fox? To make
my mom happy... and to follow
in my brother's footsteps...
Ven i Vid i Vic I
Best coffee shop In
town? The Shaw's
Why Treasurer? To gain a
new experience and confront
cor rup t ion
' " W h a t a r e s o m e o f y o u r
goals and aspirations for life? To have a family, coach baseball, teach in high
school or college, and carry enthusiasm wherever God puts me.
Yo u i n o n e w o r d : H o m e s c h o o l e r
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B y B R I D G E T T E H A R M O N
N e w s E d i t o r
Q'txxd' IaacIc, UM^ Z009!
We began and ended in election years. We saw gas prices rise from $1.93 per gallon to
$3.48 per gallon, and tuition rise...well, more than we really want to think about right
now. Here are a few other changes the Class of 2008 has seen while at George Fox:
The Ampitheater was built...and we even used it that one time!
• University Hall was renamed Coffin Hall. Some say it was renamed in honor of
a wealthy donor with an unfortunate last name whose last wish was to be buried
under the bricks in front of the fireplace in the lobby...
Sarah Baldwin became the first female Campus Pastor at George Fox. Her first
sermon also marked the first time that Ed Higgins willingly attended chapel since
he was a student at George Fox.
• LeShana was built to accommodate our expanding student population, which was
bad news for the juniors who wanted to live off campus.
• After years of heated debate, professors are now allowed to drink alcohol, even
without their parents' permission. (Seniors, you only have 10 more days).
• President H. Dave Brandt retired and President Baker has stepped into his shoes...
and into a much nicer office on the third floor of Stevens. We still miss H. Dave's
tie-dyed style.
Heath Ledger died. (But at least he finished
filming the next Batman movie).
• The Writer's Strike took many of our favorite
TV shows off the air, forcing us to find entertainment
elsewhere, or maybe even do our homework.
Despite these surprises and challenges, the senior
class of 2008 has made it to the home stretch, our
last finals week, our last encounter with George Fox
as a student. Congratulations, seniors, we are well
prepared for the challenges that lie ahead.
B y L A U R A J O N E S
Reporter
As the class of2008 prepares to pack up their degree (or degrees) and start
the next chapter of their lives, here is a look at what a few of the prospective
graduates have planned. Cinema and Media Communications major, Bryan
Harada had this to say about his future: "Not done with the plans quite
yet, but I'll probably be interning at two different Christian hip-hop labels
this summer: Much Luvv Records & Holy South Records, which has an ex-
member of the Three Six Mafia."
Math major Hillary Conner plans to "head off to University of Oregon,
starting in June, to get my Masters in Education to become a high school
mathematics teacher. I'll be there for a year, and then after that...who
k n o w s ? "
Psychology major Danika Heering is "planning on going to graduate
program here at GFU to get my Masters in Teaching. I'm doing the 16-month
program and hopefully will be working once I'm
done with that. And that 's about al l I know so
f a r . "
Jen i Waipuamaika lan i Takekawa,
graduating in the fall with a degree in
Organizational Communication, has a
Nike internship at the Nike Beaverton
World Campus this summer with bag
development. She says, "I'm super
exc i ted ! "
B u s i n e s s A d m i n i s t r a t i o n
major, Br i t tany Robbins
currently interns for Campus
Point, an organization
that connects employers
and jobseekers, and
that keeps its service
free for students and
recent graduates. Be
s u r e t o c h e c k o u t t h i s
service if you are still
deciding what you are going
to do after graduation, online
at www.campuspoint.com.
Not everyone has a plan,
exactly. Some are just trying to find
a job to pay the bills, at least while w
they wait for their big break or save up \
enough money for the next step. The class
of2008 is full of exciting potential, however,
and we look forward to seeing where it takes
each student.
B y B R I D G E T T E H A R M O N
N e w s E d i t o r
"You are my best friend in the world, and I can't imagine the rest of my life
without you," said Chase, dropping to one knee in the rain. He reached in his
pocket and held out a perfect heart-shaped diamond. "Will you marry me?"
"Yes!" I exclaimed, throwing my arms around his neck. And, yes, we now
share in the responsibility for the umpteen-million weddings you have to attend
t h i s s u m m e r .
But it's not all bad. There will be free food and party favors, and I personally
know that there is some friendly competition among the couples over who will
have the most exciting favors...and who can register for the most ridiculous
item. Some weddings might even have free alcohol (that is not to imply, of
course, that seniors are in any way motivated by alcoholic beverages).And for those of you who are getting married, congratulations! Fifty-four
seniors getting married this summer according to Facebook, and I'm sure there
are many more. Finding the person who will stand
beside you, for better or for worse and for the rest
of your life, is a blessing and an achievement.
Life beyond George Fox is big and it's close;
it's exciting and it's uncertain. In the midst
of this new adventure, it's nice to know
there is someone who will be right there
with you no matter what.
I don't think any of us expect
marriage to be easy. It won't be.
Those cu te l i t t le
become ragged
scraping their
c h a l k b o a r d s
fi r s t y e a r
\ according
m a r r i e d
has offered Chase and
I some life experience.
And there will be money
problems and priority
issues and tears and angry
voices.
But none of that seems to
matter, somehow, in light of the
awe-inspiring fact that God createdus to come together and complete one
another. He created us to accomplish
more when we are together than we can
while we are apart. May God bless each and
every marriage that takes place this summer.
quirks will
fingernails
w a y d o w n
b e f o r e t h e
i s d o n e ,
t o e v e r y
person who
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inspired when I heard a lecture InJohn Warton's class one day.
Goals: Honestly, I don't know.
I love to see people's reactions
to my films and I love to impact
them. It's hard to make a
good film, It takes lots of time,
planning, and effort. So, to see
the audience's reaction was a
reward in itself. I think
my aspirations are to
some day make feature
length films. I'm only a
freshman though, so I
don't really know where
in the film industry I want
to go. I just want to make
sure that wherever I go I
bring Jesus with me.
F a v o r i t e m o v i e o f a l l
time: That's a tough one....there's so many good ones. I'll probably say one and then forget that
I like another one better. I think it's a toss up between Quentin Tarantino's "Death Prcor' and Wes
Anderson's "The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou."
Films: "Goldie's Last Days" is a mood piece about a girl who arrives home to find her dead gold
fish. She then is forced to dispose of it and in the process reminisces back on all the good times
she had with It. "The Lowly Landscaper" Is a silent film about a klutz of a landscaper who falls In
love with his boss's sister. Sadly though, he screws up on the job, is fired, and then left helpless
on the street to fend for himself. Chaos ensues. "Week on the Street" is a documentary about
this past Christmas break when my friend Ryan Watson and I decided to spend a week being
homeless on the street. I think it turned out to be intense, funny, and impacting. They were all
a ton of fun to make and I'm really happy that people enjoyed them.
The Fox Film Festival was April 11th and 12th. It
was featured at the Cameo Theater in Newberg and also
in Bauman Auditorium. An array of films were shown in
several different categories. Judges John Warton and Matt
Meyer, of George Fox's CMCO department, and filmmaker
Kelly Baker and screenwriter Jackie Blain, selected the
w i n n e r s .
The Film Festival started in 1998 with the showing
of a short student film named "Hopeless Romantic" by
Seth Himes. Expecting just family and friends. Himes
was surprised to find the theater packed completely full
and then some. It was a fifteen-minute film that has made
a decade long impact. With that film, the Festival was
officially established.
Contestants were mostly CMCO majors who were
assigned to create a short film based off of a mood. From the
couple hundred students, fifteen were selected to display
their film and have it judged. This is a running tradition
at Fox that the student body and people of Newberg have
come to thoroughly enjoy each and every year.
JflSfi SSAII«eSfiT '
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Exper ience and Awards:
Yes. I was in the
Fox Film Festival
last year. I won
two awards, a "Best
Narrative" for a film
I made with Molly
Boyle and Cameron
Hunt cal led "Unusual
At tachment" and a
"Best Mood Piece"
award for a film called
"Under Pressure" featuring Cameron Hunt. ^
Inspiration: What really inspired me to make, films was actually
watching movies and looking at different films and saying, "I
want to do that!"
Goals: My goals as a filmmaker are to continue writing
screenplays, shoot some short films with my brother (after 1
graduate) and stay creative.
Favorite Movie of all time: "Rushmore," directed by Wes
A n d e r s o n
Films: The film I have in the film festival is called "Ferdalangur" and
it's about the act of traveling and what would happen if you could
instantly transport yourself between different places. My idea came
from me wanting desperately to be able to travel without having to
travel, just be somewhere at the exact moment I thought about it.
Sort of like a magic genie.
SSICOI^E CEEMEKV CMCIIl lleilfoil, IVilKll.
Experience and Awards: Have you
been in the Fox Film Festival before?
No. I transferred in as a junior last year
and it took me awhile to get established
in the department.
Inspiration: Ever
since DVDs started
including behind the
scenes features, I've
been fascinated by
filmmaking. I was
offered an opportunity
to assistant direct on
a feature length film
in Seattle when I was
about 16 and that's
when I really fell in love
with movie magic.
Goals: I want to make
films that inspire people
to think. I dream about
making films that will
open the eyes of middle-class America
to some of the travesties in the world.
There are too many hurting people in
the world for me to sit back and notuse my skils to help - whether ^at is
making documentaries orthink it is way too easy for the church
body in America to ignore "hjustice.:want to put it out there in thejace of
every Christian and plead with them
be Christ to the nations.
Favorite movie of all time: Any
CMCO major who has a "favorite" movie
is kidding themselves. It constantly
changes, there Is always going to be
a new favorite, or an old
favorite that reappears.
Last month it was all about
the blockbusters, this
month is all about AFI's
top 100.
Films: "The Plight Before
Christmas" is about a man
who is discontent with
his small-but-picturesque
life because he envies his
rich neighbors. Through
some great adventures
with a parrot name
Peter, he learns that his
neighbors are not as
happy as he imagined,
and he remembers what
Christmas (and life) is all about.My
boyfriend, Ryan Weldon, wrote "The
Plight Before Christmas." I'm not sure
where he got the idea for the story,
but he really loves Christmas and the •
peacefulness of the season. I think It
would be hard on him to be discontent
with that peace, so this story is about
that "Choices" is another film I directed
that will hopefully be in next year's
festival. It's a story about a teenage
girl who struggles in secret
to deal with her pregnancy
and abortion. "Choices" is
something that I've been
thinking about for years. I
wanted to create a story
that will open the doors for
families to talk to about teen
issues without preaching or
guilt-tripping.
All photos
provided by
fi l m m a k e r s
l i e C K E I I
C» iCOt Ora l i a in , IWaNl i .
Experience and Awards: This is my fourth year with
something entered into it. I got the Best Actor award in
the 2005 Fox Film Festival for my role in the film "Ithacus
Getch," and In the 2007 Fox Film Festival, Zac Bascom,
Jason Marsh, and I (called The Trifecta) all won the Best
Cinematography award for my film "Adult Film."
Inspiration: Honestly, watching movies Inspired me to
make films. However, what is more important is what
inspired me to tell stories. When I was thirteen I started
reading the short fiction of author Ray Bradbury, and
his stories sparked in me the desire to start telling my
own twisted tales. When I was seventeen, I just started
watching a lot of movies and realized that I wanted to tell
my stories in that particular medium.
Goals: I want to tell the kind of stories that are stored in the
deepest, darkest parts of our culture and of our individual being. Stories about fear and
embarrassment and, oddly enough, the naive joy of children. As a filmmaker, I want to
find those stories, the stories I feel that aren't being told in film, and bring them to the
awareness of the general public. In short, I want to become a filmmaker acknowledged
for his art, not for his movies.
. F a v o r i t e m o v i e o f a l l t i m e :
"Fiddler on the Roof
Films: I have two films in the
festival this year: "Cherry Coke" and
"God's-Call." The first is a love story
where a girl who expects to lose
her long-held virginity goes on a
date with a boy who's trying to turn
away from his "bad boy" past. It's a
story about the kind of expectations
that we have of people only because of what they were like before, instead of what they
are like now. "Cherry Coke" came from my desire to simply write and direct a romantic
comedy. I discovered in the process that I'm not very good at writing romantic comedies
since it turned into a very serious drama. My second film is significantly shorter, and
Just explores the meaning behind Christ's words where he said loving God Is the most
Important thing you can do, but loving people is just as important. "God's-Call" was just
my quick response to some very self-righteous Christians that I go to school with down
here in L.A., and a way for me to kinda expel some of the frustration towards them.
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Women's basketball team heads to Africa
By NATALIE GOULD
Reporter
G e o r g e F o x ' s w o m e n ' s
b a s k e t b a l l t e a m w i l l b e
traveling to Ghana, Africa in a
few short weeks, not to compete
in a tournament, but to roll up
their sleeves and build a brand
new sports complex in the city
of Ho for Sonrise High School.
T h e i d e a c a m e a b o u t w h e n
the ass i s tan t coach , Megan
D i c k e r s o n ' s , s i s t e r t r a v e l e d
t o t h i s s c h o o l t o t e a c h f o r a
year. When Dickerson saw
pictures of the school's soccer
and volleyball fields, she felt
compelled to move. "The fields
were just flat spaces of dirt
and weeds. The volleyball net
looked like it was ready to be
blown away at any minute."
O n e o f h e r f r i e n d s , D e r e k
Nesland, had recently started
an organization called Courts
for Kids, which seeks to give
c o m m u n i t i e s a r o u n d t h e w o r l d
an opportunity to play sports
when they cannot afford a
sports complex or equipment
(for more information on this
The Women's Basketball team getting their shots at the Health
Center in preparation for their Africa trip.
Photos by APRIL BARKLEY
A women's basketball player
gets immunizations for theteam's upcoming trip to Africa.
specific organization see www.
courtsforkids.org). Nesland
jumped on board. Dickerson
says, "when I mentioned the
possibility of our team being
involved in a service trip like
this, the girls and Scott [Rueck]
were very excited."
The trip is planned for May
12-22. The first four days
w i l l b e w h e n t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n
of the complex takes place.
A f t e r t h a t , t h e t e a m i s
putting on a basketball clinic
f o r t h e s t u d e n t s a s w e l l a s
visiting a local orphanage and
participating in any cultural
a c t i v i t i e s t h e s c h o o l h a s
planned for them. This is the
first year a George Fox sports
t e a m h a s p a r t i c i p a t e d i n a
service trip of this nature.
The principal of the high
school had this to say of his
gratitude, "We are very excited
to hear about your decision to
visit Sonrise Ghana and help
u s b u i l d a b a s k e t b a l l c o u r t .
We cannot overemphasize the
importance of sports in the
development of young people.
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The food system is
responsible for 1/3 of global
greenliause gas emissions.
On Low Carbon Diet Day
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transformed to highlight
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A s w e w o r k t o e d u c a t e t h e
minds o f our s tudents , i t i s
important that we give them
the balance they need as far
as sports is concerned. Having
a basketball court and giving
o u r s t u d e n t s t h e b a s i c s i n t h e
game would be a great value
added to our school."
It takes a lot of money to
send a large group to Africa.
T h e w o m e n h a v e h a d t o r a i s e
a l l o f t h e i r o w n f u n d s t o b e
able to take part in such an
experience. Primarily these
funds have come from family
and friends. They have done
some fundraising to help them
as well. Not only are they
covering the traveling cost,
b u t a l s o t h e c o s t t o b u i l d t h e
sports complexes. They are still
looking to do some fundraising
and would love your support. If
you are interested in supporting
t h e w o m e n ' s b a s k e t b a l l t e a m
as they change the lives of the
students of Ho, Ghana, please
e m a i l M e g a n D i c k e r s o n a t
MDickerson@fca.org. If you
are unable to support them
financially, please keep them
in your prayers that they will
have sufficient funding and
safe travels as they impact
the wor ld fo r Chr i s t .
Athlete in the spotlight:Natalie White
Rv TAYLOR MARTIN
Reporter
S o f t b a l l i s a
sport of patienceand hard work,
s o m e t h i n g
N a t a l i e W h i t e
has had to learn
quickly this year.
A s a s o p h o m o r e
White has become
t h e n u m b e r o n e
p i t cher on the
George Fox women sb a s k e t b a l l P h o t o p r o v i d e dan unanticipated NATALIE WHITE
accomplishment, as
she did not play last
year. That is a tough task for any player, let
a l o n e a p i t c h e r . . ,
Pitching takes the unique focus that demandsthat you bring it on every single play. The
smallest mistake on one play can cost your team
the entire game. So taking off an entire year
from the game can be quite taxing mentally. It
is probably even more difficult on the physical
side though. Pitching is a position that requires
a lot of repetition. You have to repeat the same
motion over and over*» it is easy to understand
why White says that it has been really difficult
to get into pitching shape.
White started by playing t-ball, and hasn't
looked back since. She has been mentored and
coached by her dad, and would like to use her
experience to coach younger players in the future.
White loves everything about softball, from the
competition to the wonderful sunny days: she
can't get enough of it. However, the thing she
enjoys the most about the sport she plays is the
team atmosphere. She loves her teammates here
at Fox, and could tell a lot of stories about the
fun times she has had with them just in these
last couple of months.
Off the field White is a Family and Consumer
Sciences major. She is pretty sure she wants
to do fashion merchandising, but she is only a
sophomore, so she hasn't got anything nailed
down quite yet. Her other possible interests
for the future include traveling, working in the
peace corps, or maybe even doing some mission
w o r k .
Though the team hasn't won many gamesthis year, the future is promising with White
at the helm. Being able to enter the next couple
years after playing the previous season. Whitewill continue to progress and has a good chance
at being one of the key contributors to a winning
team in the future.
George Fox students go rock climbing at Smith Rock
By BRITTA SONERHOLM
Press Release
Vouve cbenieJ tjoof i^ btbulbs, now chenie tjous luneb!
This month the George Fox
University rock climbing class is
taking several weekend trips Smith
Rock State Park in Terrebonne, Ore.;
north of Bend. Half of the class went
the weekend of April 5-6, and half will
be going the weekend of April 18-19.
While there they spend their time
scaling some of the more thanl,500
climbing routes that Smith Rock State
Park has to offer.
The class of 15 students has
been meeting weekly in George Fox
University's on-campus climbing
wall, located off the mam gym inWheeler Sports Complex. They have
been learning safety techniques and
climbing skills from instructor Ron
Hampton. The trips are designed
so that they students can put their
knowledge to work in a real outdoor
rock-c l imbing s i tuat ion. Senior
engineering major Kelsey Tressemersaid that she is "excited to actually
get outside and use the skills that
I've been practicing for the last few
months" and she "thinks it will be
rewarding to use those skills in a real
climbing situation."
While on their trips, students will
spend nights in tents at a nearby
campground and spend days climbingin the State Park. Although the area
is very hot in the summer, it is not
uncommon for temperatures to drop
below freezing at night during this
time of year.
Smith Rock is considered to be the
birthplace of American rock climbing.In addition to a variety of climbing
routes of varying skill levels, it is
home to a network of hiking trails and
the Crooked River, where Whitewater
kayakers can frequently be spotted
"Y ^lirnbers hanging hundreds of feetoff the ground. During some seasons,
sections of the park are closed to
^^ ^^ T)ing due to golden eagle nesting.George Fox University is a Christian
imiversity located in Newberg, Ore.that was founded by Quakers in 1885.
than 3,000 students and
otters degrees in the liberal arts and
sciences, and professional studies.
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For I know the plans I have for you
Jeremiah 29:11
n
Photoslfrom Steve Spotts. Patience Is worth the work
By TAYLOR MARTIN
Reporter
Throughout this last year
I h a v e w r i t t e n o n a n u m b e r o f
topics regarding how I view faith.
With all of these things I have
felt as if I really had something
to say abou t them s temming
from my experiences and what I
have learned. And so here I am at
patience, and I have to confess that
this is one tra i t that has baffled
me. I don't get it.
It may have to do with the
culture that we are all in. A culture
screaming, "NOW! I want resul ts
now!" Everything from athlete's foot
cream to fantasy sports leagues are
focused on immediate gratification
a n d i n s t a n t r e s u l t s .
It may have to do with my
stubborn personal i ty. There
are times when I say I welcome
criticism, but when it really comes
down to it, I often get offended
quite easily when someone tells me
to change what I am doing or how I
am acting (just ask my fiance).
It may have to do with my ability
to get something accomplished
pretty quickly when I actually set
my mind to it.
Whatever the reason, I can get
frustrated by patience, "(iod if
you're so powerful and so loving,
why don't you just act now?" Is
a question that I ask in t imes of
t r o u b l e .
I don't really understand what
it means to be patient. Does it fix
anything? No, not really. Does it get
you closer to the end result? Surely
not in an obvious way.
And yet God calls us to be patient.
Photo from Jason Sherman.
"Be still and know that I am God,"
God tells us through the Psalms.
He is found in the still small voice,
which almost certainly could not be
heard if one was rushing about.
So, I am struggl ing to learn
what this whole patience business
is all about. I think being quiet has
a part to play in it. I think it is tied
in with peace somehow. I am really
sure that it isn't something that
will naturally come forth out of me,
but will instead be something that
is cultivated out of a relationship
with my savior.
Editor
This is my last issue of
The Crescent ever, so I thought that
perhaps the student body wouldn't
mind too much if they heard from
me one last time. I have tried to fill
this page with other's voices over
the last two years of my Faith p^ e
editor-ship, but I thought it only fit"
ting to write a farewell.I'm not the type to get nostalgic
about "major" life events such as
graduation. In fact, I was so over
joyed upon the arrival of my high
school graduation that I have a gi
gantic smile pasted on my face in
every picture. The same goes torcollege graduation. I arh excitedto get a job, have a real house and
continue on with my life- However,
this graduation does differ in a way,
because my time at George Fox has
had so much more of an impact than
h i g h s c h o o l d i d . ^ ^I never thought that I would be
such a fan of George Fox, and don t
get me wrong, it has its faults. Butam 100 percent sure that this is the
place that God intended for me to
spend the lastfouryearsofmylite. Be
t w e e n
basketba l l , my
classes, and friends, I have
managed to fill my time quite nicely,
and quite often a little too easily.
Though few of you know me per
sonally, I am confident that most can
relate to the steretypical expectation
that college is a time that "we find
ourselves." Being one to despise any
thing remotely close to a cliche, I was
bound and determined to remain
exactly as I was when I stepped on
campus in 2004.
I realize now what a silly aspira
tion this was, and how unrealistic.
I played basketball on the wom
en's team here at Fox. Sports en
thusiasts say "there is nothing like
being on a team." Well that saying
really describes my feelings about
my basketball experience.
My teammates taught me how to
be a friend. They taught me how to
love and care for someone else more
than yourself. When you are sitting
on the bench, you have to think about
nther oeople more because it's no fun
?o think about yourself. You're sit
ting on your butt.All this to say, basketball taught
me about life. Life is hard, you haveto do it all the time, people challenge
you, hurt you, you don't always win
and eventually it ends. But it is so
w o r t h i t .
Being allowed the privilege of
playing basketball at Fox was the
gift of a lifetime. I was drastically
changed, for the better, even though
I had set my mind against it.
Basketball also taught me about
God. I had many talks with our
coach about the things I needed to
do to improve my game and help our
team. So many times after leaving
his office with a new task, I would
think, "this can be applied to my life
in other areas." Constantly striving
to make yourself better is a rough
undertaking, it is much easier to sit
back and just accept your faults, but
it's those little glimpses of greatness
that make all the effort worth it.
I am still waiting for my glimps
es of greatness in life, but I have
been blessed to have a few in bas
ketball. The most recent being our
final game in the NCAA Dili Sweet
Sixteen in Brownwood, Tex.
There is nothing like going out
on top. We talked all season about
being the only team in the country
to end on a win. National Champi
o n s .
We played the number one
ranked team in the nation. We left
everything on the court, we scared
them to death and we had some def
inite moments of greatness.
Though we lost and the loss
hurt, the tears after the game
were not necessarily from that
loss. The tears were from the
thought that the 18 of us (15
women, three coaches) weren't
going to get to do all of those
little things, like kill ourselves
everyday, together.
We finised the "right" way.
Giving it our best and refusing
to feel any sense of failure be
cause we had loved eachother,
worked together all year, bat
tled through adversity and we
had truly cared about eachother
more than ourselves.
This is why I am not sad
about graduation. I have fin
ished the "right" way. Though I
will miss all of the things that I
have gotten to take part in, in
cluding being the editor of "The
Crescent's" Arts & Culture and
Faith pages, I feel that I really
have no regrets.
I surely could have studied
harder, run for ASC, acted in
one of the school plays or done
another sport, but I feel content
that God brought me through
exactly what He wanted me
to so I could become who I am
n o w .
And I have faith that He will
continue to do the same. How
can we fear when we have a god
like that looking out for us?
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N e w s i n a F l a s h
Engineer ing s tuden ts showcase work a t George Fox Aux i l i a ry luncheon
April 18: Seniors in the engineering department will present their work at a
luncheon sponsored by the George Fox University Auxiliary at noon on Friday, April
18. Bob Harder, chair of mathematics, computer science and engineering, as well as
professor of mechanical engineering, will lead the luncheon.
The event is open to the public for $7 and will be held in the Cap and Gown Room
in Esther Klages Dining Hall on the George Fox University Newberg campus.
Reservations are required and can be made by calling Nancy Lamm, at 503-537-2321
or Louise Clarkson at 503-538-2850.
ALTERNATIVE TO STUDENT HOUSING!
C O O L C O N D O 1 5 M I N U T E S
FROM GEORGE FOX COLLEGE ^
Enjoy the pool, gym
& computer lab!
Attached garage!
Balcony/deck!
Only $209,900!
22846 SW Forest Creek Dr.
# 2 0 3
Sherwood . OR 97140
On the Web at:
www|ohnlscottconV43099
O P E N H O U S E
SUNDAY, APRIL 20
1:00 TO 5:00 PM
Stop by and pick
up financing
infonnation for you
and your parents.
Granite, marble,
stainless appliances!
= j m M L S
Sally Mehalovich
Rea l Es ta te Broker
5 0 3 - 7 8 1 - 7 5 7 5
Two large master suites
(space for 2 in each room)
w i t h a t t a c h e d b a t h r o o m s .
You + 3 roommates ~
space, freedom,
a n i n v e s t m e n t &
maybe cost savings
on monthly housing?
1700 SW Civic cr..:wmiuoani oresham OR 97030
R E A L E S T A T E
,^3
George Fox*s annua l 'Mr. B ru in* pagean t to
BENEFIT charities: When 12 young men from George
Fox University compete in the I Ith annual "Mr. Bruin"
pageant at 7 p.m. on Thursday, April 17, the fun will have a
worthy purpose — raising funds for charity.
Past pageants annually have raised between $5,000 and
$10,000 for various charities. This year's charities include
Amber Outreach Project, Habitat for Humanity, Faith in
Action, JOIN, and this year's May Serve trip to Thailand.
The pageant will open with a choreographed dance medley.
A talent contest will follow. In the past, participants have
composed and performed songs, produced videos, and
delivered comic, magic, or dance routines.
Prior to the show Is a silent auction beginning at 6:15 p.m.
Tickets are $3 if purchased April 7-12, $4 if purchased
April 13-17, and $5 at the door.
G e t I n v o l v e d w i t h t h e B r u i n H e r i t a g e S o c i e t y :
Founded in 2000 as the Student Alumni Council, the
Bruin Heritage Society strives to preserve and celebrate
the rich history and tradition of George Fox University,
connect current students with alumni, and enhance the
sense of community on campus. Involvement In the Bruin
Heritage Society provides an exciting opportunity for
personal growth, leadership development, and Impactingthe George Fox community.
If you are interested in a leadership position in the Bruin
Heritage Society for the 2008-09 school year, or just wantto get involved, go to http://www.georgefox.edu/alumni/
groups/bruinheritage.html to download an application.
Applications are due to R.obby Larson, director of alumni
relations, by Friday, April IB. If you have any questions,
please ask Emily Rastovich at brulnherjtage@georgefox.
e d u o r c a l l e x t . 2 1 3 2 .
Dr. Roger Trautmann
A^istant Professor of Pastoral Ministries
Director of Mentoring. Internships. & Career Center
n e x t »
m
— - 4 /
Earn your Master of Arts in Pastoral Studies
(MAPS) with an emphasis in Intercultural
Studies in the "living classroom" of Portland,
Oregon. Find out how Multnomah can prepare
you for cross-cultural ministry and leadership
- both at home and abroad!
» Ask about our array of M.Div. concentrations = ' soo 275 4572
and check out our new Th.M. program! admissSm.; r,n,3),
w w w . m u l t n o m a h . e d u
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